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Introduction

● Modern AI systems depend on annotated training data

● Most systems rely on “oracle” (gold-standard, human) annotations

● However, real-world deployments increasingly use some automation in 

preprocessing



Research Questions

● How does such automated preprocessing affect downstream annotation?

● Can annotators rely on automated preprocessing?

● How should developers of annotation specs account for the use of 

automated preprocessing (e.g., speech recognition)?



Study Domain

● We focus on a group collaborative problem solving (CPS) task

● Multiple modalities are indicated (speech, gesture, action, etc.)

● Annotation of CPS is performed at utterance level

● Specs assume that utterances have been segmented and transcribed by 

humans



Use Case: Weights Task

● 10 groups of 3 volunteers, 170 mins. of video

● Determine the weights of several colored cubes

● Discuss and record the weights discovered, infer the pattern

● Requires manipulating objects with group collaboration



Use Case: Weights Task

● Collaborative Problem Solving

● Schema breaks down facets, sub-facets, and indicators

● Facets: Constructing Shared Knowledge, Negotiation/Coordination, and 

Maintaining Team Function



Use Case: Weights Task

Sun et al., 2020



Use Case: Weights Task

● Multimodal task: not every communicative

act is spoken

● In-person, situated collaboration

● Cross-talk, interruptions, incomplete sentences all pose challenges for 

ASR



Use Case: Weights Task

● CPS annotation involves both listening to

the audio and watching the video

● It may be unclear what collaborative moves are made without full context 

(multiple utterances, full situational information)

● How much information is lost with automatic segmentation/transcription?



Methodology 

● Manually segment and transcribe A/V data

● Annotate manually-segmented data

● Automatically segment and transcribe A/V data

● Map annotations to automatically-preprocessed data

● Evaluate the differences



Methodology: ASR

● Automatic segmentation and transcription

● Google ASR

● Whisper



Methodology: Annotation

● Videos transcribed by hand

● Marking each person’s speech (.1 sec. intervals)

● Adding CPS annotation codes to each utterance (multiple codes allowed - 

binary task)



Methodology: Annotation

● Mapped manual annotations (oracle)

to automatically-segmented utterances from Google and Whisper

● Multiclass binary CPS labels mapped from oracle to automatic utterances 

by temporal overlap

○ If oracle utterance overlaps with multiple ASR utterances, biggest overlap is chosen



Results: Count of Utterances



Results: Count of Utterances

● Almost uniformly, Whisper segments more utterances than the oracle, 

and Google creates fewer

● Google performs well at not transcribing silence

● Whisper may invent an utterance to fill space (hallucination seems to be a 

common problem with OpenAI products?)



Results: Intrinsic ASR Metrics



Results: Intrinsic ASR Metrics

● Evaluation of ASR after automatic segmentation is a proxy for information 

lost during segmentation process

● Google: significantly more deletion and substitution errors

● Whisper: significantly more insertion errors

● Follows patterns established in utterance counts



Results: Difference in Annotations

● Example: Interruptions (CPS indicator #5)

● Automatic segmentation may split or lump

utterances separated by interruption

● Annotations at utterance level may miss

interruption entirely



Results: Difference in Annotations

● Google segmentation causes “Interrupts”

to be assigned to the first and last utterances

● Whisper segmentation results in extra

“Interrupts” and “Off-topic conversation

annotations”



Results: Difference in Annotations

● Example: person speaks, pauses, completes sentence

“Think it just feels like it’s”—0.3 seconds—”a lot heavier…”

● Single utterance, split in two

● Should be coded “Discussing results,” instead neither utterance is coded 

as anything



Discussion

● Collaborative Problem Solving Requirements

● Quality Loss

● Annotation Priority



Discussion

● CPS is a challenging task (6 months to train annotator)

○ Any method of speeding up the process is valuable

● We focused on segmentation of audio

● Annotations themselves require viewing video, listening to intonation, and 

including temporal context



Discussion

● If annotations performed with access to multimodal information are 

applied to automatically-segmented audio

● Information loss can be severe



Discussion

Bradford et al., 2023



Discussion

● Preparing annotations over oracle utterances and then transferring to 

automatically-segmented utterances (e.g., through rules or a classifier) 

may obscure semantic information captured at oracle level

● Backs up previous conclusions, such as need for annotators to agree on 

both spans and annotations



Conclusion

● As AI systems trained over annotated data proliferate, inference will 

necessarily be performed over automatically preprocessed data

● Future models will benefit from task-aware annotation specs that account 

for noise introduced by imperfect preprocessing



Conclusion

● CPS example: if multiple labels may be lumped into a single utterance, should one be 

allowed to “dominate”?

● Which information is most important to capture if some is assumed to be lost in 

preprocessing

● Characterizing potential preprocessing tools and accounting for their effects in the 

annotation scheme
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